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Want to cut through the political doublespeak with two elections coming up? It’s really all about the
TsA former chief of staff to a former prime minister is quoted telling staffers: “In an election, if you see
food, eat it.” His sentiment reflects the “organised chaos” and peak-hour intensity of political
campaigns. For the people running them the great challenge is how to crisply cut through great
complexity with compelling propositions for the voting public.And, that is really hard in a cluttered and
confusing world where reasonable people reasonably reject thousands of messages each day just to
stay sane.Good campaigners use “campaign architecture” to get lots of moving parts and people —
leaders, staff, candidates, advertising companies, social media analysts, pollsters and grassroots
volunteers — moving together.It’s the strategic glue that sticks everything together to give your team
the winning edge — as well as avoid the “gotcha” moments that journalists crave.One method is the
“Ts” (Theme, Tactics and Tone) and, with just weeks to go to the NSW ballot on March 25, it’s a
handy way to look at the campaigns of which we punters are the targets.The biggest of the Ts is
Theme. Over decades of experience and thousands of polls and focus groups, the major parties
have figured out that they each “own” some public issues.For the Coalition, it’s economics and
security. For the ALP, it’s health, education and environment.Because the community is convinced
the Libs are better at managing the economy, it’s always to the Libs’ benefit for that to be the big
issue under discussion.Conversely, because that mix of “caring for people and posterity” issues is
firmly in Labor’s wheelhouse, ALP folks mightily dig it when the Libs drift into social and
environmental policy.It’s all about home ground advantage and having the crowd on your side. Put
simply, campaigners want their candidates to talk about the stuff people trust them to talk about: No
one wants Shane Warne to talk rugby league.For these reasons, you’re seeing Premier Gladys “Hi-
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Viz” Berejiklian and company dispensing the daily dose of infrastructure projects. Each is a concrete
display — excuse the pun — of good economic management and its dividends.And, in a campaign or
any other marketing effort, it’s always better to show real things than abstract ideas.Remember “stop
the boats”? Or, better yet, can you un-remember it? Infrastructure delivery is the first battlefield of the
government’s choosing — even if it has some exposed flanks in terms of duds like the George Street
tram, or projects like WestConnex that are still under construction.It’s about reinforcing the Coalition’s
core constituency, who strongly believe in economic management. It’s further about the “show and
tell” of service delivery to undecided voters And it’s why you see Leader of the Opposition Michael
“The Drum” Daley banging on about more investment in schools and hospitals. That’s his side’s
historically proven patch — not to mention its priorities, and the ability to motivate its own base and
mobilise union foot-soldiers for campaigning.When it comes to theme, campaigners are also trying to
neutralise the other mob’s advantage from a position of their own strength.It’s a form of political judo:
using the other team’s weight on an issue to slightly tip them off balance. You don’t need to
completely kill off their argument, but just plant some doubt in some punters’ minds.So, you’ll hear
the government accuse Labor of not being able to pay for social promises without having to cancel
existing infrastructure projects. On the flip side, Labor will work hard to demolish the government’s
bricks-and-mortar brand by pointing at the wrong priorities — stadiums — and overdevelopment in
the suburbs.Again, it’s all about playing on your home ground. Watch for who gets more of it and
drives the agenda over the next six weeks. Indeed, join the game played in campaign HQs every
evening, where staff stand around TV news broadcasts and mark down the score of “who won the
day” based on controlled media events and generally not stuffing up.Thus, our competing leaders’
craft as campaigners will be shown in their capacity to constantly corral the contest through their own
“strength issues”. Each will use the language of his/her different strength (infrastructure/economy
versus social policy) to pass the same public test: are you competent and honest, and do you provide
stability?While this is going on at big-picture level, each campaign is also investing in another T:
Tactics.Politics isn’t local anymore; it’s hyper-local. Technocratic democracy means that the concerns
about a poorly placed bus shelter can be more significant for a campaign than general public opinion
about the second tunnel.That introduces the vital T: Tone. When it’s not personally relevant and
there’s so many messages and competing claims, how to decide who to vote for? Increasingly voters
decide not on what is being discussed or promised, but on how that’s being done.Studies show we
make the most important decisions of our lives based on emotion-based first impressions.One of the
greatest campaigners of our time once said to me: “I’ve never won a vote with a fact. Emotion is what
changes behaviour.” Tone taps emotion, and that’s why the Premier has opted for a comforting
calmness, while the Leader of the Opposition has gone for the crisp candour of “calling a spade a
spade”.If you hear either contestant switching tone during the chaos of the campaign, know
something’s happening in the internal polling (viewed around 6am every day by a tight group of
bleary-eyed politicos on either side) that strongly requires a change.A short French guy who won a
few and lost a few once said: “The battlefield is a scene of constant chaos. The winner will be the
one who controls that chaos, both his own and the enemy’s.” From now until election day two sets of
operatives and their masters will seek that control and the victory it brings.You’ll decide if they’re
succeeding.Pete Shmigel is CEO of an industry group and former senior adviser to ministers and
premiers.
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